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Last updated 2019-05-12
aroundIT strives for long-term sustainable development to safeguard the current and future
generations' continued access to important natural resources. This means that we have carried out
systematic health and environmental work to minimize the impact of our operations on the world
around us. Part of this systematic work is to ensure that residual products from the business are
disposed of correctly. Another is that we always consider materials and product choices based on
the environment and health aspects. We reserve the right to refuse deliveries / assignments in the
event that the environmental and / or health impact is deemed to be too extensive. Furthermore, we
reserve the right to refuse / interrupt deliveries that generate waste that is not received at the local
municipal manned recycling station. Waste is handled in two different ways. Either it is agreed that
the customer takes care of source sorting and environmentally correct disposal of the waste. In the
absence of such an agreement, aroundIT takes care of the generated waste, sorts it at source and
leaves it for environmentally sound disposal of a locally staffed recycling center, or alternatively a
recycling company is hired for the purpose.
In brief point form, our environmental work means that;
•
We use different forms of distance meetings when possible.
•
For business trips, environmentally friendly means of transport must always be considered
and used when possible.
•
We use eco-labeled freight forwarders when we send goods.
•
We strive to reduce the number of prints. Uses primarily "environmental toners".
•
We always consider whether electronic delivery is possible instead of physical.
•
We only use "eco-labeled electricity".
•
We use low-energy light bulbs as far as possible and have time control on most large energy
consumers. Turns off the power instead of using "standby mode" on office machines.
•
Residual waste from the operation is left to the recycling center for environmentally sound
disposal.
•
We sort and recycle plastic, batteries, metal, paper, newspapers, etc.
•
We compost.

Disclaimer
English machine translation made from Swedish original text. In the event of any deviations from
the original text, it is the Swedish version that applies.
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